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Student Poll

Rinky-fink
Dorm Life

•

besides scrubbing floors."

quences."

One person who didn't have any
complaints was Eileen •Brandt,
Conway. She also said, "I don't think
our floor's that noisy so I don't think
we'd need quiet or booze-free floors.
People usually change through the
year too, so it wouldn't work."
Concerning co-ed dorms Eileen said,
"It's up to the person. I'd rather be
in an all-girl dorm." She also felt
that scrubbing floors was better
than getting kicked out of the
dorms. "There has to be some
regulation."

From Sheehan Hall Sheila Cassidy said "There's no privacy. You
can't study in the dorms." She
thought the quiet hours should be
enforced now and that having co-ed
dorms and quiet and booze-free
floors would be a good idea so that,
"we won't be bothering anyone."
Sheila also thought the probationary policy was better than getting
something on your record because,
"everyone goofs off sooner or later."
Scott Omen, Prentiss, thought
dorms should be cleaner. "I think
living conditions are dreadful at
Prentiss- Hall," he said. Scott
thought a booze-free, quiet floor was
a good idea because, "we'll get all
the straight guys off our floor — I
know we bother them now." He was
also in favor of co-ed dorms because
he thinks it would make the campus
a little less cliquish. Scott's idea on
the probationary policy it that, "It's
(scrubbing floors) better than paying money!"

by Joan Fleming
In this week's opinion poll
students from each of the dorms
were asked, "What would you like
to see changed in the dorms?" In
addition, they were asked whether
they'd be in favor of having quiet
floors, booze-free floors, co-ed
dorms and what they thought of the
dorm probationary policy where a
student might have to scrub floors if
he went against a dorm's rules.
Here are some of the replies:
"I'd like to see more programming. Not necessarily big thingsjust more activities," said John
Lueken, Morey-Shepard. John was
also for quiet and booze-free floors
and said he thought co-ed dorms
would cut down on damage because
it "mellows out the guys." He said
he liked the probationary policy
because of cut backs in the janitorial
services. He added, "I think the
students should have some options

"One thing that makes me mad is
fire alarm drills — no one ever goes
outside," said Barb Furlong, Lucas.
Barb also said she'd be in favor of
quiet and booze-free floors and
especially co-ed dorms. She said, in
reference to the probationary policy, , "I think it's good. If they're
smart enough to get away with it
they won't get caught. If they do,
they have to suffer the conse-

New Faculty Contract
March 9, 1976 the new faculty
contract was implemented. Some
major provisions evolving in the
new contract concern salary increase; separation of students from
voting on the faculty committees
(this does not mean, however, that
student opinion is not considered); a
faculty grievance committee with
more compulsary influence; a faculty "meet and confer" session with
the University president; an IFO
(Internal Faculty Organization)
chairman that is elected solely by
faculty members; IFO does the
collective bargaining for the faculty,
a liaison committee of ten faculty
members or more to hear the
students views (Student Relations
Committee).
According to some members of
the faculty and Student Senate the
contract h...s taken a giant step
forward. It gives the faculty a more
viable position in negotiating with
the university president at the same
time giving the Student Senate
more influence concerning the
subjects of Student Activities,
Student housing, Food service,
bookstore, student conduct, etc.
However, some Student Senate
members feel that in the future
separate faculty and student committees will fragment the decision
making process and, eventually, the
idea of separate committees must be
ended and, therefore, return to the
joint committees as before.
The faculty believe that students
should remain exterior to the final
decision making that is concerned
primarily with faculty problems.

is unfair due to students already
maintaining a representative on the
college board.
A major "draw back" -in the
contract for the faculty was the
salary provisions. The teachers
were given a 15% pay increase
along with a 5.5% overall increase.
This gives the faculty a biennium
increase of 20.5%. The faculty was
vying for a pay scale system much
like the high schools use, where the
greater the teachers education
background the higher the pay scale
bracket.
What may be considered by many
teachers a degradation to their
"professionalism" concerns a part of
the contract dealing with specific
office hours. Many teachers believe
that the individuals who do not
appropriate 'enough time should be
'dealt with on individual basis
instead of setting forth an ultimatum of ten office hours per week for
each teacher. A belief is that
teachers may feel insulted and
therefore, restrict themselves to the
base minimum office hours:
Next October 1 a financial
package for the teachers must be
set forth before the State Legislature and the teachers feel that by
the "new contract," not allowing
them to strike until July 1, 1977,
their sphere of influence for greater
financial benefits has deteriorated.
And finally concerning the separation of student and faculty committees it has been debated as to
whether or not the Student Senate
-representative of the student body.

The MSUSA office, however,
believes that because the students
are 25% the employers of the
faculty that the students (meaning
the Student Senate) should have a
hand in the faculties' decision
making process. The faculty argues
that this understanding of MSUSA

But, all in all, both the members
of the faculty and Student Senate
are most pleased with the new
contract, though, they still are
hoping for new and better changes
in the future contract to be
conceived July of 1977.

State University
Building Bill Approved

by B. Moore

The Legislature, on the last day of
the session, approved appropriation
and bonding bills totaling almost $64
million; $8 million of which is
allocated to the State University
system.
The largest chunk of money in the
allocation, $3.5 Million, goes for the
consolidation of the Mankato State
University campus and relocation of
the Wilson Lab School. This
consolidation has been planned for a
long time but the legislature had not
allocated money for it until now.
Moorhead received $2.4 million
for a new center for the arts to
supplement its existing faciltiy.
Winona received $150,000 for
further remodeling and renovation
of Somsen Hall.
An allocation of $800,000 for
construction of maintenance facilities and a $1 million allocation for

purchase of land, repair of facilities,
etc., will enable WSU to purchase
land on - which to construct an
addition to the present maintenance
plant. Much of the present maintenance space in the basement of
Somsen is not adequate and has
received OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration)
citations.
Both the. House and Senate had
passed building bills two weeks
prior to the end of the session. The
House bills totaled $95.8 million, the
Senate bills $48.4 million. The
House had appointed a conference
committee. Senator • Jack Davies
(DFL-Minneapolis) blocked the Senate appointments because, he wanted to be on the committee contrary
to the wishes of the DFL Senate ,
leadership.
A conference committee; inclu-

by Bill Marx

•

as we went along. How did we
ding Davies, was finally appointed
choose a chairman? We didn't. He
last Monday and met under a 2 1/2
assumed control."
hour deadline Monday night. SenaRepresentative Fred Norton
tor Norbert Arnold, (DFL-Pengilly)
(DFL-St. Paul), House Appropriatook control of the meeting and
tions chairman, said, "The Senate
pretty much dictated the results. At
finally unlocked their egos (in
the opening of the conference he
explained, "At 9:00 we're going to appointing a conference committee),
but it_ didn't take them long to get
adjourn. If you want to discuss the
bill, fine. If not, it doesn't bother- me them back."
Arnold replied that the Senate
one bit." When the session got
bogged down, Arnold threatened to would take the blame for the delay,
now let's get the thing over with.
forget about the building bill for this
The bill also includes planning
session.
Representative Howard Smith funds for a new state prison, a study
(DFL-Crosby), chairman of the of converting state buildings from
Education Division of the House gas and oil heat to coal, $1.9 million
Appropriations committee, said he for a new nursing-care facility at the
was disappointed the Senate did not Minnesota Veterans home, $20.3
got organized for a thorough, million for the University of
workman-like conference. Repre- -Minnesota system building budget,
sentative Rod Searle (R-Waseca) and $4.5 million to the Community
said "They (Senate) wrote the rules College System Building budget.
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Faculty Profile Dr. Margaret
Boddy
Dr. Margaret Boddy of the WSU
English Department, was born in
Canada, and moved to Chicago at
the age of two. Her family later
moved to Minneapolis, where she
spent most of her academic years.
She attended the University of
Minnesota and received her B.A.,
M.A., and Ph.D. in English.
Her classroom methods are based
on the idea that the students should
learn things necessary to help them
in all areas of their lives. The
students are to really get involved
in the learning process and feel
what the authors are feeling. Dr.
Boddy feels that term papers are
important because students have to
search out the answers for themselves which helps them become
more involved in the learning
process.
Dr. Boddy says she has no
favorite class and that all three she
teaches this quarter are "great fun".
She is teaching a class on the place
of women in literature and says that
it's very exciting because the
students have a lot to say on the
subject and get encouragement to
learn more.
Dr. Boddy has travelled to

England in order to research the
various translations of Virgil. This
research will be used to create a
paper or possibly a series of articles,
and is done at the Britist Museum in
London.
Her hobbies include such things
as sailing and gardening on a large
scale. She is also involved with
various community and political
organizations such as The Women's

Political Caucus and the State
Department of Human rights. Dr.
Boddy has been a member of the
Board of the Minnesota Civil
Liberties Union for 20 years, and is
interested in any organization that
strive for equal rights.
In regard to the city of Winona,
she says, "I think its one of the most
beautiful areas in the nation." She
also feels it is important for the
town's people to get involved in the
various activities brought and
sponsored by the three colleges.
Concerning WSU students, Dr.
Boddy feels that 'some of the
students are hurting themselves by
trying to work 30-40 hours a week
while they attend school, saying
that the jobs become too important
and their educations suffers.
Dr. Boddy has been teaching here
since 1950, but this may be her last
year. The legislature decided to
lower the mandatory retirement
age to 65, from the previous age of
68. There are professors disputing
the decision in the courts, but no
final ruling has been made as yet.

Placement
Meeting for '76
Fall Grads

IRHC ELECTIONS

All fall graduates who expect to
complete their work in November,
1976, are urged to attend a meeting
in Gildemeister Hall WEDNESDAY, MAY 5. BACHELOR OF
ARTS majors will assemble in
Gildemeister 155 at either 9:00 a.m.
to 2:00 p.m. 'BACHELOR OF
SCIENCE majors in teacher education assemble in Gildemeister 156 at
either 9:00 a.m. or 2:00 p.m.

Elections for executive positions
— President, Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer, in Inter-Residence Hall Council for 1976-77 will
be held Wednesday, April 28th.
Nominations must be in to dorm
presidents by Friday, April 16th. A
requirement is that you must live in
a dorm during the time you are in
office.

To obtain the full benefits of
membership in the Placement
Bureau it is important to get files
started now.

Experience in IRHC is helpful but
not necessary. Anyone is welcome
to apply!

A file of credentials can and ought
to be assembled even though the
student does not want to register
and pay a fee at this time. The
purpose of these meetings is to help
inform students 'about services
available to them as well as to start
them in the job seeking procedure.

Alternatives to Unemployment
An obvious dilemna which concerns all students, especially college
graduates, is the current inability to
qualified people to find suitable
jobs. The thought of getting a good
job is probably the major reason
why students even go to college.
This thought has been perpetuated
by many educational institutions
who have been saying "...to get a
good job, get a good education". But
now, in 1976, this ancient axiom is
no longer valid..The simple truth is
that there are really very few jobs
available for the ever-increasing
number of college graduates.
According to the Minneapolis
Tribune (April 3) 7,027,000 people,
out of a total work force of 86.7
million, were unemployed in March.
The rate of unemployment last
month, according to government
' estimates, was 7.5 percent. These
grim statistics reveal that instead of
stepping into a good job after
graduation, today's college graduate

I

It

faces either unemployment or
accepting a job for which a college
degree is not required (e.g. in a
factory, restaurant, etc.). Even
unsatisfactory jobs are hard to find.
The unemployment dilemna
points out the need for new methods
of finding more people suitable jobs.
The goal of these methods, of
course, should be to eliminate
unemployment completely.
The most obvious, but not always
the most practical, way to virtually
eliminate unemployment is to shorten the hours each worker spends on
the job, thus opening up new
positions for the unemployed. For
example if the 86.7 million people
now employed worked 37 hours
instead of 40 hours a week over 7
million jobs would become available
for the unemployed (86.7 million
jobs multiplied by 3 hours equals
260.1 million job-hours; 260.1 million
job-hours divided by 37 hours per
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The major argument against
shortening the work week is that it
would cost private employers too
much money to implement. First,
currently employed workers who
would benefit from the shorter work
week would have to receive the
same pay as if they were working a
40 hour week (otherwise they would
not agree to a shorter work week in
the first place). Second, extra
training programs would also be
costly for the employers. But, in the
final analysis, the social gains which
would result from full employment
far outweigh the costs, however
significant, of putting 7 million
people to work.
It may cost private employers
more to provide the unemployed
with jobs, but once nearly everyone
is employed and the number of
people receiving unemployment
compensation and welfare is significantly lowered, government could
save money and, therefore, could
reduce taxes for private employers.
Also, newly employed workers
would generate new government
revenues, through individual income taxes, to subsidize certain

KEEP
AN
OPEN
MIND!

industries which are not profitable
(i.e. railroads, airlines, mass transit,
etc.). Therefore, in the long run, the
cost to private employers of
providing the unemployed with jobs
would be, returned in the form of
lower taxes and subsidies.
Private industry could go even
farther to aid the unemployed if
salaries for executives were held
down. Why should some corporate
executives earn over $100,000 a
year when most Americans earn
less than $20,000 a year and over 7
million people are unemployed?
,

Also, private employers could
restrict the amount of overtime put
in by regular employees. The total
number of overtime hours in private
industry could provide thousands of
unemployed people with jobs.
Early retirement in both ,the
public and private sectors of the
American economy could also open
up new opportunities for the
unemployed. Individuals should be
encouraged to retire at age 60, or
even 55, instead of 65. Of course, full
pensions, profit sharing, and social
security benefits should be available
to all early retirees. ,
'Public service jobs, especially in
the health, environment, and energy related fields could also be a
viable means to aid the unemployed.

77 WEST•3rd ST.
(Next to
Fanny Farmer)

Government-sponsored work programs could concentrate labor and
capital in areas where most private
industry is absent. Better mass
transit facilities, the development of
new energy resources, and improved health and social services
are only a few of the areas where
government could create jobs.
Unfortunately, there are no easy
solutions to the problem of unemployment. But, shortening the work
week in selective fields, holding
down bloated salaries, regulating
employee overtime, early retirements, and public service jobs are
all means by which the ranks of the
unemployed could be significantly
decreased.
Of course, the unemployment
problem will always be with us;
there will never be enough jobs for
everyone and some workers will
always be over or under qualified.
But, when the American business
community and government legislators allow over 7 million people to
go without jobs the health and
welfare of a major portion of the
U.S. population is being ignored.
Finally, college graduates compose a large portion of the 7 million
unemployed people in the United
States. Is unemployment what more
and more college students face
when they finally graduate?

•

tkTtqflarberIS
Call Today
454-4900

Mary Sippel

Joan Fleming
Brigette Wagnon

person equals 7,029,729 new jobs).
Of course, shortening the work
week by 3 hours could not be
applied universally to the entire
labor force because many jobs
require skilled -and professional
labor. But, better educational and
training programs for specific
skilled and professional jobs would
remove this obstacle.

by Patrick Lowther

Mari Olson

HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN AND WOMEN
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Letter From A Welfare Mother
by N.J. Scheuning

I guess I am angry. Angry
because we're not in your paper, we
don't have a voice. Often we don't
have an articulated ideology, and we
certainly don't have any advice to
give the world, other than how to
survive as a human being on next to
nothing. You see, we can't move to
the country, and grow our own food
(by god how many times hasn't that
dream and fantasy crqssed my mind
as I looked out on the many concrete
strips surrounding me). Most of us
aren't educated, so we can't get a
good job for a couple of years,

IN QUOTES
®1974.McNaught Syndicate, Inc.
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I hate it aS
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continue raising a family, and save
enough money to buy everything
with cash to avoid paying high
interest rates. Most of the time
we're even one of the "good" guys —
we don't drive cars, and use up
resources and pollute the environment, because we can't afford them;
we save food by eating simply (too
simply — the government doesn't
give us enough -food stamps to feed
our families well). We can't buy all
the expensive paper articles (it's
hard, some months, even to afford
toilet paper and these new "environmental" paper products called
Generation are so high priced that
only liberals can afford them). We
recycle all our clothing, because the
welfare gives only $7.00 per month
for clothing. (Ever try to buy boots,
jackets, gloves, caps, scarves, etc.
for two teen-aged boys on that kind
of money?) Often we can't even
afford Goodwill anymore...And so
we have a wonderful sub-capitalistic, even sub-counter-culture community. We share with each other
the meagre joys of whatever we
have. Every guest is invited for
dinner. Those of us who have cars
buy food stamps for the rest who
have no way of getting to the
centers excepting a 4-hour bus ride.
We've even got good politics. WE
know about economic exploitation,
because we have the welfare dept.
forcing us into low-paying jobs just
to get us "working" — meaning that
our work of raising the next
generation is not "constructive" or
"productive." And so we get jobs
that won't support our families, but
will give us a little extra every
month and keep -the WIN (formerly
WIP) program off our asses.
But we're the people too. And we
neyer hear from anyone. Everyone
complains. The radicals say welfare
should be abolished and everyone
should work in a job to satisfy his
basic needs. The right wing wants
us just to go to work (but they
forget that unemployment is at
8.5%]. The feminists want us to go
to work, to compete in the
capitalistic world, to be successful

hard-driving woman executives, or
exploited secretaries. But nobody
wants us to be mothers. Nobody
wants to raise the children, I guess.
We send them off to government
(!)-run day care centers, where the
attendants are angry welfare mothers forced to work at subsistance
wages or get thrown off welfare.

about our politics. A few of us get
educated, so we can speak out. The
women's movement occasionally
tosses out a few comments, but
nothing about the welfare program
being the greatest oppressor • of
women in the culture. Why, they've
even written lots of sociological
books about us, how we live, how we
starve, how we live our sex lives —
We're also forced into lots of even all kinds of intellectual
strange situations. We have men explanations as to why things are
who we sell our bodies to, to make the way they are. Why, we're not
up the difference between what the even the proletariat! We're not the
welfare thinks we need for rent, and working class! Most of us don't vote,
what we actually need. And then we so we're at least together in
live in fear, lest we be "found out." agreeing that the system is not for
Some of us cheat, some of us -steal, us. But what is? Can we all move out
some of us shoplift — or prostitute to the country? Will someone give
our bodies — to keep our families us 40 acres and a mule so we can
alive.
support ourselves?
But, you say with great horror,
those are romantic things, they
don't happen in modern America —
and especially not in Minneapolis!
But they do happen. And they are
happening. And we're the people
too.
We don't like to lie, cheat, steal,
or fill out nosy forms for the welfare
dept. (Each form comes with a short
statement at the end, saying that if
you don't give the information
requested, you won't get your
check). But we sometimes need to
do these things to live. And we tell
our kids it's neat to wear pants with
holes in them, even tho none of the
other kids in school do. And they
believe us, because they are strong
and beautiful people. And they
know already about poverty. And
they remember my radical friends
who trashed me because I wouldn't
get arrested, I wouldn't `!stand up
on the line" for what I believed in,
when all I could believe in at the
time, besides the glorious revolution
which will come, was that I couldn't
get arrested because I had to make
dinner for the kids that night.
So my angry question is, I guess,
"Whatcha gonna do about us?" We
can't be a vanguard when we have
kids to feed, so we're pretty loose

I realize that these are hard
questions. And I guess we already
know a lot about struggling, so we
don't need anyone to tell us how to
do that. But we need to know that
others know we're here. But many
of us, while praying for the
revolution, and committing our lives
to it, often, in the dark of night,
hope and pray that it doesn't stop
the welfare checks, because things
are rough enough, and what the
F—k are we going to do if there's no
food stamps? We're conservatives in
many ways, because we have
others, totally dependent on us for
their very lives. But we're radicals
in a way, too, because anything has
got to be better than what we've got
not. But, as we look to the economic
conditions in Germany before World
War II, what kind of radicals we are
is pretty important, and the Left
ought to look at this. They might
recall that Hitler fed the people. He
got them jobs, and then he gave
them back their dignity as people.

turned on by all this-class analysis
shit. Because we're all classes, we're
all colors, we're all just plain poor.
And most of us are women. And
even on the left, that's still not too
popular a sex to be.
I guess I'm pretty angry and I
guess I'm pretty sad tonight. And if
you've gotten this far, I thank you
for listening. I guess I love all the
poor people I know so much, and I
wish that everyone could know
these wonderful, strong women who
have survived god knows what
kinds of horrors. And I guess I love
their beautiful children who, in spite
of everything grow up to be
beautiful human beings.
And I don't know any answers
either, I guess. I couldn't stand a
mother f—king liberal hanging
around my door wanting to help me.
It would remind me of the social
workers I have to avoid with all my
dealings with the welfare department. And I guess I'm not ready to
take to the streets, either, because,
like I said, I gotta make dinner
tonight. But I'm here, we're all here,
and I guess the people we'll support
in a revolution are those folks who
spep.k out for loving children, loving
the land and loving each other.
I wish you well in all your
ventures. Your lovely words have
kept me alive on many lonely, cold
nights, when I wondered how to pay
the rent. Sombody out there knows
about people. But I hope they don't
forget us.
Reprinted with permission from
North Country Anvil magazine #17.

Copyright 1976.

You see, we're important too. So
maybe someone could write an
article about us. About how we're
people, and how we think politically
all the time, because that's just a
part of living. We know where
Reagan is at. We knew where Nixon
was at. And we're not going to be

Overpopulation of Dogs & Cats
Facts and figures
Approximately 13.3 million dogs
and cats (representing over 12 per
cent of the total population) must be
destroyed each year at private and
public shelters in the United States.
The majority of the animals are
not injured, old or sick, but are
healthy dogs and cats relinquished
or abandoned by their owners who
no longer want them.
Dogs are 15 times and cats are 30
to 45 times as prolific as humans;
while approximately 415 humans
are born each hour in the United
States, 2,000 to 3,500 dogs and cats
are born.
Over a seven year period, one
unspayed female dog and the

geometric progression of her offspring can result in nearly 4,400
animals under uncontrolled conditions.
The annual cost to the taxpayer
and private philanthropy for the
destruction (including sheltering,
feeding, killing and disposing of
bodies) of 13.3 million dogs and cats
a year is approximately $100
million.
Costs for housing, feeding, killing
and disposing of bodies vary
geographically and according to the
statutory time animals must be held
before destruction but some examples are: $25 per animal im-

pounded and killed by the State of
Connecticut; $20 per animal impounded and killed by the City of
Los Angeles.
Cause of the Problem

1974-75 YEARBOOK REFUNDS
Refunds will be available to the
people who bought a 1974-75
yearbook and decided not to buy
this year's edition of the Wenonah.
The refund orders will be taken
during the following times, in office
118 of the Student Activity Center:
April 27, 1:00 -5:00 p.m.
April 28, 11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Erv. Neumann
Wenonah Business Manager

Owners who permit their dogs
and cats to reproduce are the major
cause of the overpopulation problem; the suffering which results for
animals; the need for mass killing
program, and the drain on private
philanthropy and the taxpayers for
rescuing, sheltering, killing and
disposing of the bodies of the
nation's unwanted dogs and cats.

surgically preventing reproduction,
can prevent the overpopulation
problem.
Because many owners will not
pay prevailing veterinary fees for
the surgery the City of Los Angeles
in 1971 pioneered the concept of
operating low cost spay-neuter
clinics. Owners pay fees of $17.50
for spaying of dogs and cats and
$11.50 for neutering of male
animals. Los Angeles, which now
operates three such clinics, employing six veterinarians, is experiencing a significant decrease in the
numbers of unwanted animals which
must be killed in its shelters.

The City of Los Angeles subsidizes each surgery fee at the rate of
$3, a vast economy in preventing
thousands of births compared to the
$20 the City must expend to
"process" each unwanted animal
killed in its shelters.
On June 25, 1975, Connecticut
became the first state to enact a law
(Public Act 75-466) calling for a
state-operated program of low cost
spay-neuter clinics with the same
fees as those used in the Los
Angeles program.

Solutions

EVERY STATE NEEDS A LAW
SIMILAR TO THE CONNECTICUT ACT.

Spaying of female animals and
neutering of male dogs and cats, by

Legislation pending in Congress
would grant Federal loans up to

$200,000 to cities and counties with
populations of 500,000 or more for
the purpose of establishing and/or
constructing and providing initial
operating costs of municipal, low
cost, non-profit spay-neuter clinics.
The bills, H.R. 9020 and H.R. 410,
introduced by Reps. Edward Koch
and Hamilton Fish, Jr., are pending
in the Health and Environment
Subcommittee of the Interstate and

Foreign Commerce Committee.
Rep. Paul Rogers of Florida is
Chairman of the Subcommittee.
THE FEDERAL LEGISLATION
SHOULD BE ENACTED

You have something to
share with the people
of the rural South and
Appalachia—yourself.
Find out about the
opportunities open to
you as a Glenmary
Priest, Brother or Sister.

Other solutions to the dog and cat
overpopulation problem are:
1. Substantially higher license
fees for unspayed or unneutered
dogs and a very low, one-time
license fee for spayed or neutered
animals.

For free information about opportunities with Glenmary Home Missioners, write:

2. Legislation compelling spaying
and neutering of owned animals.

0 Also please send free

3. Imposition of a breeder's tax on
owners who permit their animals to
reproduce.
4. A sense of responsibility on the
part of the irresponsible owners
who now condemn to death 13.3
million dogs and cats a year by
permitting their animals to reproduce.

GLENMARY, Room 165
Box 46404
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
17" x 22" God Made Me
Poster, Shown Above.
0 Send free poster only.
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Collaborative
Marxism Courses....
By William R. Hoffman

Marxism needs to be taught at
the University, according to several
University faculty who are participating in the instruction of the
course "An Introduction to Marxism" this quarter.
Instead of a single instructor, a
special committee of 13 faculty will
share teaching duties for the course,
which is being offered experimentally for the fourth time in
Cross-Disciplinary Studies (CDS).
The CDS Policy Committee currently is deliberating on whether to
grant the course permanent status
in CDS. A decision is expected later
this quarter.
The course was previously taught
by associate physics professor
Erwin Marquit, with occasional
guest lecturers. As part of a
compromise to continue offering the
course, Marquit agreed to divide
teaching resporisibilities among the
special committee.

cided to make a "personal effort" to
see that it is offered. He emphasized
the interdisciplinary nature of the
material and said it parallels
civilization courses in some respects. "Obfuscated procedural efforts to block the course should not
be allowed to prevail," Lelyveld
said.
Eugene Ogan, associate professor
of anthropology, agreed that the
course should be given. "I'm willing
to help out if I can," he said.
Ogan said he and fellow anthropology professor William Rowe will
teach Marxist theories of social
development and anthropology,
with particular emphasis on Engles.
"I guess I'm teaching the course
because I'm a Marxist," said Gerald

M. Erickson, associate professor of
classics. He said he's read Marxist
literature extensively and will be
mainly concerned with Engles' ideas
on the family, private property and
the state, an area in which he claimns
special expertise.
Erickson said there are always
problems with group instruction,
but that the purpose of this course is
critical and therefore can benefit
from a variety of approaches.
"This course introduces .students
to a wide and broad field and makes
them curious about objectively,"
Erickson said. "There is a certain
amount of heterdoxy, (as opposed to
orthodOxy), but that's not at all
bad."
Reprinted from Minnesota Daily

Nimtz has spoken to the Marxism
class in the past, and has agreed to
present a series of lectures On
Marxist political economy and
theories of transition from capitalism to socialism.

Ball will lecture oh critiques of
Marxism as a science, particularly
that of British philosopher Karl
Popper and the Marxist-Leninist
theory of state. He said he expects
plenty of opportunities for disagreement in this group instruction
effort. "But we share the conviction
.hat it's important."

The second part of the auto story
comes from" Vienna, Austria when a
brilliant Jew engineer, using the
German developed internal combustion engine, made the first auto, but
was forced from the streets for
disturbing . the peace with his noise.
Learned Germans: Daimler and
Benz, could not be discouraged and
before 1890 had the essentials of
automobile engineering down and

-

"I'm interested in the subject and
think it ought to be taught," David
Lelyveld, assistant professor history, said. Lelyveld's specialty is
South Asian history, particularly
India, and he intends to present a
Marxist analysis of colonialism and
study Marxist movements in these
countries.
Lelyveld said he was annoyed by
the administrative difficulties the
course has encountered, and de-

While many students at our
University have walked to class this
morning, and many more, plus a few
of the more ambitious faculty, have
come on bicycles, many have
travelled to class by a means of
locomotion used by the leather
jacket set, and some civilized
people: the motocycle. Many have
come by automobiles, including
some heroic souls who have braved
the sickening terror of that tarred
over bison path that is highway
fourteen from Rochester.

The start did not last long as the
steam transportation on the roads
ran into the violent opposition of the
then private, capitalist oriented,
and thoroughly selfish British
railway organization that had
enough power in parliament to get
the steam vehicles barred from the
roads by an act that required every
steam road vehicle to be preceded
by a walking man waving a flag and
going not over five miles an hour.

"This is an important kind of
course," Terrence W. Ball, assistant
professor of political science, said.
But the way the course was
originally designed is not, in his
view, the most effective. "There has
been too little emphasis on classical
Marxism."

Woodward said he will be
liscussing dialectical materialism as
L science and "try to examine and
:ompare it with the basic paradigm
Hider which Western Science
)perates." This will include an
exploration of reductionism and
logical positivism, he said. He added
that he intends to focus on the
concept of human nature and
whether it is genetically determined.

by Henry Hull

In this first part of the essay on
the auto, let us look into the early
phase. The story starts in the
United Kingdom. Using an external
combustion device, the steam engine, the nineteenth- century British
had evolved fairly - efficient vehicles
that ran over the public roads, that
over one hundred years ago were
better than the average road of the
great state of Iowa is today.

August Nimtz Jr., assistant
professor of political science and
committee member, said he is
teaching the Marxism course because he feels it is needed.

Val W. Woodward, professor of
;eneTics and cell biology, said he is
mrticipating in the instruction of
;he Marxism course because he feels
;he subject matter should be
)resented. "It should be taught. It's
L travesty to 'black-out' such a
!ourse," he said.

The Automobile 1
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cars running before 1890.
The western world followed the
German lead, and before 1900 an
American folk here: Henry Ford,
had an automobile travelling over
the streets of Detroit in our
country.
By the time of the outbreak of the
first world war in 1914, Ford had
put the auto on the assembly line
basis and provided an auto cheap
enough to put America on wheels.
Ford did much more, including
pioneering a decent wage for the
American proletariat, and breaking
the attempted Selden patent of a
vicous patent lawyer, who in the
American tradition of Fulton and
Morse, had no principle other than
profit.
America was on the road with
internal combustion, and at times,
external combustion, like the White
steamer used by Fat Boy, the
cholesterol ridden president of the
U.S. by the name of Taft. The early
age of autos provided many stories,
and much pain. Various manufacturers tried everything including an
eight wheeled vehicle. Companies
fell by the wayside and painfully. By
the 1920's, the recognizable automobile was on the American road,
commonly known as the roaring
twenties, with such features as the
hip flask, big time gangsterism, and
General Motors.
In the next issue we will look
further into the problem of the
automobile in the American Scene.

Angola Conference
by Mary Murck

This week I am going to do
something a little different in my
column. Instead of editorializing, I
am going to continue our report on
the Conference on Angola held at
Gustavus Adolphus College a couple
of weeks'ago. This week I would like
to share with you the views and
ideas of Gerald Bender as he gaye
them at the conference, entitling his
speech: "Promises and Prospects
for Angola".
Bender said problems in Angola,
now, will be difficult, but hastened
to add he was optimistic, just
realistic as well. He outlined four of
the main difficulties to be faced by
the Angolans as being those of race,
politics, economics and ethics. He
claimed the Portuguese always
tried to portray themselves as not

being racist, while they were
responsible for the tightly structured line of 1) whites on top of the
class structure in Angola, 2)
followed by the mulattos (called
Mustisos), 3) the assimulattos
(200-250,000 of the total population)
and 4) the Africans themselves,
they account for 6 million —
population wise. Of course, this
structure and these statistics are
not too surprising to me. They are
just another example of racism that
exists all over the world.
Mr. Bender also pointed out that
education would help, but that he is
a bit cynical of it becuse it may
create an overflow of educated
people not contributing to the
country, a powerful petit bourgeoisie that could create problems.
Looking at the economic side of
Bender's report, we find that 48% of
Angola's budget is made up of

petroleum and mining (copper,
diamonds, and iron-ore). Onequestion asked is whether or not
they should keep the multi-national
corporations? Should Angola allow
Gulf Oil to remain in the country or
should it nationalize the oil industry
at a loss? And should the country
grow coffee on large communal
farms or allow small farms to
produce coffee, which has proven to
be more efficient, to continue?
Bender states a problem emerging
here when the FNLA backers would
resent the communes, and further,
think of them as strategic hamlets.
But if they allowed them to return
to small farming, they would
develop a class of wealthy peasants,
and the government they now have
does not want a privileged class.
Civil war in Angola added to the
problems of race relations. The core
of the MPLA comes from the
mestizos or Kibundus, Bender

explained. "The non-Kibundus look
at the Africans in Luanda as
assimilated Africans. The Kibundus
have had more education but only
because the whites needed them to
be educated." He also said that after
all of his reasearch and writing of a
book on Angola, he felt it was the
most racist country he knows of. He
cited as an example of one problem
that will be felt, is in unification of
these people. "Very few Angolans
speak the same language", said
Bender.
Bender ended the talk with the
optimistic thought that he is
convinced Angola will succeed in
building a nation, and that with all
of the existing problems, Angola is
much better off than it was under
colonialism. He was an interesting
and knowledgeable speaker, as
were the several other guest
speakers at the conference, which
we will be reporting on later.
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Silencia! Por Favor
by S.J. Stromgren

Worm and I were talking last
night. He came bouncing into the
apartment quivering with rage.

"That's a good argument, what
"SJ, I'm going to become a did they say?"
Vigilante."
"They didn't even HEAR me!"
wailed Worm, careening out of his
"Worm, you can't! You only
chair and over to the mantle. He
weight 120 pounds, you never could
grabbed an "Iron Hand P_ owerizer"
get your noose tied right in the Cub
in each fist and flexed until heat
Scouts, and you're EDUCATED, for
waves, shimmered from his
god's sake!"

Hull Speaks Out
Upper Midwest, that generally
goes, "I ain't got no time for them
furriners" and the line - generally
goes on to also include all AfroAmericans and my own people, the
Dear Sir:
Jews. Once you start such general
Although I am a faculty member implication, if you are really honest,
of Winona State University with you will also include the American
tenure who has been here fot quite a Indians etc. When one goes that far
few years, I write this as not part of in a blanket condemnation, if soft
my column, but as a letter to the key, of the Ethiopians, what is to
editor, because my sense of justice leave a logical mind from concluding
has been deeply offended by that she has any limits to this
something published in your good vituperative statement. - Once the
dam of human understanding - is
publication.
broken, where will the flood lead?
In the February 18 issue of the
The statement about the Ethio
Winonan was an article entitled
DEB PETERS SPEAKS OUT ON pains taking jobs that could have
CAMPUS ISSUES. Ms. Peters is been filled by American students isthe new president of the W.S.U. an echo of the nineteenth century
student senate and she had quite a American nativism movement that
bit to say. The first part of the loudly proclaimed the immigrants
interview concerned the Ethiopian from Europe and Asia were stealing
students now at W.S.U. On the the bread out of the mouths of
surface the article would seem to be American workmen.
a fair defense of the student senate
Is this fair? Is this American
of a policy that they have followed
concerning the Ethiopian group. democracy and idealism in this
"We have dealt with them pretty bicentennial year of 1776? Is this in
consistently in the last three and balance with the words of the
half months. The senate has adopted Declaration of Independence: live,
an attitude to offer them a financial liberty and the pursuit of happideal as best we could, which we did. ness?
We set up work hours for them
during the holidays working in the Of course the administration, in the
dorms, which could have been taken final decision should be fair. The
administration is made up of literate
by American students..."
men who must have read Lincoln's
of the
The interview goes on and is statement of a government,
The Editor
The WINONAN
April 6, 1976

consisten in what amounts to a
blanket denunciation of the Ethiopians. It is a soft key denunciation —
the worst type with all sorts of half
spoken implications.
It would have been much better if
Ms. Peters had spoken in the cruel
and ungrammatical language of the

people, by the people, and for the
people.

Let us hope that Ms. Peter's blast
does not reflect the general opinion
of the students - and faculty of our
beloved university.
Henry Hull

CLASSIFIED
ADS

"I don't have time for a rope, man,
I'm going to use my • bare hands.
Besides, there are no beams to
throw a rope over in the library."

Teaching Graduates enroll
now, 100's openings on file, no
fee or obligation unless
placed. Send: Name, address,
major field. Teacher's Service
Bureau (Established 1929),
227 Thayer Ave., Mankato,
MN 56001.

Horseback Riding Lessons.
New sessions beginning Apr.
28, 7 p.m., Western; April 29,
7 p.m., English. 5 lessons, $25.
Transportation available. To
register call 454-3305 evenings - Big Valley Ranch.

Pregnant & Afraid? Reach for

hope. Confidential help. Pregnancy testing. Call Birthright
452-2421. Office in Red Cross
Bldg. 5th & Huff.

I thought of my responsibility to
him, to protect him and others from
his condition. I was trying to throw
my body in front of the door and
stop him when I saw that thousand
yard stare and decided Mama hadn't.
raised a fool for a son. I stepped
aside and followed at a safe
distance, watching him bend signposts into treble clefs. What could I
do! He had a point.

THE CLASS OF "82"

"Yes, the library, place that I
love, where I've spent many happy
hours. It's being defiled, DEFILED!"
"Worin! Let go! Here, sit, drink
this, and explain."
"I had been entertaining myself
by reading about law, and how it's
only power is due to common
consent to obey it. I was getting into
some truly fascinating areas when
BRAAAAP,, my thoughts were
derailed by some chatter.
I waited. I'm tolerant SJ, you
know I'm tolerant. I'm too SMALL
to be intolerant. But enough was
enough. I finally went over and
explained that I was a student, and
I'd come to study, and I liked quiet
places, and there were conference
rooms, and the dorms had lobbys for
socializing, and that we all agree to
set aside our right to free
conversation while we are in the
library, and that's why I liked the
library, because I could think
through complicated material without having the Top 40 for back-

I DON'T STUDY AT THE LIBRARY
AN" MORE — I CANT CONCENTRATE ON MY
WORK - Too MANY DISTRACTIONS!

Lindner vs. Burg

What Would You Have Done?
I must give credit to Nick Burg _
for attempting to apologize to
Professor Lindner, but it would be
difficult to forgive someone who
performed such an act as Nick Burg
pulled on the Lindner household.

Mr. Burg acknowledged his
presence to Professor Lindner and
his wife, but luckily not their two
young children by knocking over
trash cans, yelling and pounding on
the door at 1:10 a.m.

The facts were that Mr. Burg did
not simply cut across the lawn nor
did he simply knock on the door!

An incident such as this can
become very frightening to all
within hearing distance and auto-

-

•

knuckles:

"The LIBRARY?"

/i ( "'
BANKAMERICARD

Stereo Components. Whole-.
sale prices. All major brands
available. All guaranteed. Call
Terry Stevens at 452-6080
after 6 p.m.

Earn $250 per thousand
addressing-stuffing envelopes
at home. Information: Send
$1.00 plus addressed, stamped
envelope to Heskey Associates, Box 821 BT, Covington,
Kentucky 41012.

ground music. "Please, I implore
you," I said, "just be reasonable.
Consider, and honor the institution."

LEISURE
SUITS

matically triggers a response to call
the police.
Again I ask, "What would you
have done?"
A student at WSU and
more importantly a next
door neighbor to
Professor Lindner.

Pre-Easter Clothing Sale
EstittiT

oc

10-25%Off

Over 300 to Choose From Sizes 36 thru 50
SUITS Buy a New Suit and Receive FREE Shirt & Tie!
Fantastic Selection of Vetted and Sport Suits to Choose From

SPRING OUTER WEAR SALE
Entire Stock of P.V.C. Jackets
Wind Breakers All Weather Jackets

10% Off
oft Off
25% Off

Entire Stock of bather Coats & Jackets
All Weather Coats
20
Entire Stock of Denim Jackets
Corduroy Jackets

rop 8( Bottom Sho

0

3rd & Main Downtown Winona
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Hearts& Minds
by Jane Rogge showed them lighting huts on fire,
and dropping bombs. An American
Few wars have been as contro- truck driver, not involved in the
versial and have created so many war, said, "I don't even know who
radically different reactions among we're fighting over there. I think
people as the Vietnam War. "Hearts we're helping the North Vietnaand Minds," an award-winning mese, aren't we?" Daniel Ellsberg
documentary of the war, was shown told how every administration from
last Tuesday and Wednesday in Eisenhower to Nixon lied about the
Pasteur Hall Auditorium. The film type and extent of U.S. involvetried to present as many sides of the ment. William Marshall, who lost his
war as possible, relying on inter- left arm, compared the war to a big
views with people and actual scenes game. "In the beginning it was,
'Yea, team, go and get em,' then
of the conflict.
later it was, 'Boo, team, come on
The war itself was different than home.' To some people it was
glamourized versions of hand-to- upsetting to talk , about over the
hand combat in the movies. Said dinner table...but it'll be with me for
Randy Floyd, a former captain, "I as long as I live."
would just press the attack-commit
Countless others suffered. David
switch and the computer took
over...I was a technician using my Emerson lost his son in a helicopter
technical expertise." He compared crash, but he feels "no sacrifice is in
the feeling of bombing to the vain...that's the price you pay for
fascination a child has with fire- freedom." A mother of a U.S.
crackers. Many soldiers learned to deserter said of those whose
enjoy. it. Nuygen Van Tai, an elderly children had died, "They've lost
Vietnamese woman walked around more than they could ever gain." Vu
the remains of her house, telling Duc Vahn to two American soldiers:
how the bombs had killed her "My daughter died right here. She
78-year-old sister and how she had was feeding the pigs. My daughter
been wounded and could no longer died — the pigs are still alive. Here
work. Nuygen Chan Tin said, "The is her shirt. She will never wear it
Vietnamese have 5000 years of again. Take it and throw It in
civilization...we fight against invad- Nixon's face and tell him she was
ers — it is not we who are the only a little schoolgirl." General
William Westmoreland to an intersavages."
viewer: "The Orient41 doesn't put
He told of the cruelty of the Theui the same high price on life as the
regime, exposing the fact that just Western world...to them, life is
because a government claims to be plentiful, life is cheap." Randy
democratic, it is not necessarily Floyd: "The reality never dawned
humanitarian. "Peace and liberty on me...I never saw a child burned
was considered Communistic...it by napalm until I got home and saw
was the government that gave the news...I never dropped napalm,
validity to being a Communist." A but I dropped things just as bad...if
woman said of her torturers, "They anyone ever napalmed my children
said that if we were innocent, they (here he breaks down)...I can't even
would beat us until we were guilty, cry decently anymore."
and if we were guilty, they would
When asked if he thought we had
beat us until we repent."
learned from Vietnam, he respondMeanwhile, the Americans ed, "I think we've tried to escape
seemed confused. One sequence what we've learned — people
showed soldiers making love to fighting for freedom are not going to
Vietnamese girls, and the next be stopped by changing tactics."

Spring Play :
Niccoloand Niccolette
.

The Spring production of the year
for the Wenonah Players is a witty
clever play from England called
NICOLLO AND NICOLLETTE
directed by Vivian Fusillo assisted
by Gary Rhoades.
To tell the basic plot will not even
begin to reveal the fun of these zany'
characters in their adventures.
Seamus, an Irish charmer named
Jim Danneker has the power to
create his own leprechaun, Keith.
Bruce Hittner turns himself into
Magnus the Wizard who flies on a
crow and has a neat trick of turning
people into puppets.
A wilt Turk, Steve Eissinger
guards the castle and slices people
with his scimitar, when he can stay
awake.
Jeanne Nelson plays an aristo-

"Citizen Kane," considered by
many film critics to be one of the
foremost films produced in Hollywood's movie industry, shadows the
life of William Randolph Hearst.
It is the story of a newspaper
magnate's life that has been
recognized and we can see beneath
the superfluous social life and
beyond has sensational "yellow
journalism" headlines.
The film begins with an objective
documentary, newsreel type of
approach ("The March of Time") and
transforms to a subjective viewpoint towards the life of "Citizen
Kane" subsequently directed by a
reporter's search for Kane's dying
word —"Rosebud."
Welles' own comment concerning
the movie was. "the 'Rosebud'

Some interesting artistic features
of the movie are the natural
lighting, which enable Welles to
pinpoint certain subjects and to
conceal the absence of detail (a chair
or two and a large fireplace and one
thinks he is looking into a great
room), and the boyish excitement of
the childhood snowstorm captured
in the glass ball.
Although, "Citizen Kane" is in
many ways an iconoclasm of William
Randolph Hearst's life it is also, a
movie having extreme popular
appeal. In 1941, the National Board

Never have the ingenue roles
been cast with such perfect people,
Jenny Pace and Steve Geck.
These odd, unique characters
romp through a toy shop, a country
crossroad and a Wizard laboratory.
These -sets are designed by Jim
Danneker and Jacque Reidelberger.
If you dare renew your youthfulness make a note of May 5-6-7 at
7:30 p.m. 3500 school children will
be bused in to see the seven
matinees. 1500 seats are waiting for
you.

Being Free
One lonely evening
(Slumped in a chair
in the corner of the room;
Lost in thought)
I found myself looking
at our blue planet
and its scholarly deep "S.O.B."
and wondering —
Am I able to think freely?
Or like Pavlov and Skinner's dogs
will every damn,
drooling,
thought I have
Be thoroughly conditioned;
Myself being a veritable no-mind
assimilating to society without
choice?
It is easy to hide (consciously
Or unconsciously) behind two faced
words,
Like a Janus, blind to the "truth."
I must, therefore, defend
and protect this child within me.
To become wary of the (pseudo)
status quo
and its many charlatan ethics.
Yet, still remain sensitive
to the vibrations of the world
and unafraid to listen to me.
I believe, it is the only way
I can honestly be free.

Film Society
Tonight, April 14, the Winona
Film Society will present "Beauty
and the Beast". Showing will be at
8:00 p.m. at Somsen Hall Auditorium. No admission will be charged
and all are invited to attend.
Acclaimed as a sensuously fascin•ating film, "Beauty and the Beast" is
taken from the fairy-tale by Mme.
Leprince de Beaumant. Directed by
Jean Cocteau and produced in 1946,
the film was shot in black and white.
The film has been awarded the Prix
Louis Delluc. Cocteau's "Beauty and
the Beast" is an authentic personal
statement by the great French poet.
It is also a faithful adaption of the
classic legend. "Beauty and the
Beast" is considered an imaginative
hallmark in Cocteau's career.

gimmick is what I like least about
the movie. It's a gimmick, really,
and rather dollar book Freud." By
the way, Welles is not the writer of
"Citizen Kane," the credit is due to a
man named Herman J. Mankiewicz.
However, I don't want to be a
dimestore psychoanalyst but I found
the "Rosebud gimmick" a significant
unifying feature of the movie
leading to an ending which has great
emotional appeal.

6 lovely birds with the help of a
most magnificent Cock ever seen,
Mark Brittner, will dance in the
dawn.

B. Moore

The Story of Rosebud:
Citizen Kane
Orson Welles' production of
"Citizen Kane" was presented
March 24th by the Winona Film
Society in Winona State Universities' Pasteur Hall.

cratic duchess with Steve Gergen,
her footman to assure her she looki
normal.

POETRY CORNER

The Winona Film Society's next
presentation will be Ingmar Bergman's "The Devil's Eye", on April
28.
of Review of Motion Pictures
announced "Citizen Kane" the best
Hollywood film of the year by the
credo of "artistic merit and importance." The same year it also won
the Award of the Critics.
Interesting enough, the batch of
players in the principal roles of
"Citizen Kane" were members of
Welles' Mercury Actors and very
new to the art of movie acting.
Three of 'these actors are still
well-known and very popular today.
They are Joseph Cotten, who played
Kane's best friend or, more appropriately, his best acquaintance;
Agnes Moorehead, who played the
young Kane's mother, and Orson
Welles as "Citizen Kane."

Hats Off Film Society
The Winona Film Society and the
Department of English presented
two films last week, both free of
charge, and offered to the general.
As usual, the films were high
quality and of educational value. A
lengthy review of "Hearts and
Minds" appears on this page.
The staff of the Winonan wishes
to thank the society for its
presentation of excellent films week
after week. We look forward to
seeing tonight's film as well as the
rest of the scheduled films this year.
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WINNER OF 5 ACADEMY AWARDS

SUPER SPORTS

PICTURE
ACTOR
ACTRESS
DIRECTOR
SCREENPLAY

BEST

;JACK NICHOLSON
ONE Fla/OVER.
111E CUCK00% NEST
WINONA

NO PASSES OR COLLEGE TICKETS
7:15 - 9:35 PG

Softballers
lose opener
Winona State University's women's softball had a tough road to
hoe in their season opener against
Luther College last Friday.

outhit Luther seven to six in the
first game, but were held to a lone
single by Kari Torgerson in the
second.

WSU bit the dust twice as Luther
swept the doubleheader by scores of
8-4 and 15-0.

The Warrior women will be in
action again tomorrow as they take
on the University of Minnesota at
Minneapolis.

The Warriors did manage to

Warriors sweep 4
from BSU
The Winona State University
baseball team open defense of its
Northern Intercollegiate Conference title by sweeping four straight
games from Bemidji State University last weekend.
Combined with a split. with the
University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point on April 6 •— the Warriors
won 8-6 and lost 2-1 — WSU's record
now stands at 15-3.
On Friday, WSU took a doubleheader by scores of 5-1 and 2-1. Paul
Rader picked up the win in the first
game, going the distance and

Bo wl WSU goes
e rs
sixth at own tournament
Word came just before the sports
deadline last Sunday, that the WSU
bowling team had finished sixth in
the National tournament held at
Kansas City, Missouri with a total
pin count of 15,138.
More in the next issue.
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and will host Rochester Community
College in its next dual today
starting at 2:00 p.m.

St. Thomas, closing out with a 7-2
victory over Winona State, won the
Warrior's invitational men's tennis
tournament last Saturday by going
3-0.

The Warriors' Greg Carlock
played in the No. 1 singles position
after beating Bill Coldough in a
challenge match earlier in the week.

The Tommies beat St. Mary's (a
club team) 8-1, Bemidji State
University 7-2, and Winona.

Carlock split his matches beating
Bemidji's Kevin Lind 6-3, 7-5, but
losing to St. Thomas' Dave Baumgardner.

The Warriors played only twice,
whipping Bemidji 7-2 Friday before
losing to the Tommies.
WSU now has a 4-9 season record

Colclough, meanwhile, lost twice
in the No. 2 singles spot bowing to
Bemidji's Mark Zabilka 7-5, 6-3 and
to St. Thomas' John Hickey 10-5.

allowing just eight hits and walking
none.
In the second 'game Jeff Kroschel
hooked up with Joe Sczublewski i.n a: tight pitching duel. Kroschel gave
up just five hits, ' walked two, and
struck out six, while Sczublewski
held WSU to just three hits.
In the first game Saturday, the
Warriors exploded for 10 runs while
holding the Beavers to only one. Jim
Riles went all the way and had his
bid for a shut-out ruined in the last
inning.
The Warriors opened up a 5-1 lead

in the second game but had to hold
on for the victory as starting
pitcher, Craig Miller, seemed to lose
his control and walked in one run in
the top of the fifth. Relielier Bill
Horner came on to stop the Beavers
on just two hits while striking out
four in the last three innings.
This Friday and Saturday, the
University of Minnesota-Morris will
be in town for a four game series.
The Cougars were also successful in
their first weekend of NIC play as
they swept four games from
Moorhead State University. Game
time is 2:00 pin. on Friday and
12:00 p.m. on Saturday at Loughrey
Field.

